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3. Read the passage below and answer the questions that
follow:

The largest Hindu temple in the world "is of such
extraordinaryconstructionthat it is notpossibleto describe
it withthepen,particularlysinceit is likeno otherbuilding
in the world. It has towers and decorations and all
refinements which the human genius can conceive of'.
This largest Hindu temple is not in India but in Angkor,
Cambodia,and the above observationis by a Portuguese
monkAntonio da Magadalena,who visited the temple in
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4. Read the passage below and answer the questions that
follow:

Till date it is difficult to define happiness. Most people
tend to equate happiness with fun, good living, plenty of

2x5=10

Questions:

(1) Why is it difficult to describe the temple?

(2) Who appreciated the beauty of the temple?

(3) How long did it take to build the temple?

(4) What did Jayavarman VII do ?

(5) Give meanings of the following words in English:

(a) Extraordinary

(b) Prosperous.

1586. This observation, was vouched for in mid-19th
centufy by Henri Mouhot, a French explorer. The city of
Angkor was the capital wherefrom a dynasty of Khmer
kings ruled one of the prosperous kingdoms in the history
of South-East Asia. Hindu King Suryavarman II, who
reigned from 1113 to 1150, took nearly 30 years to
complete this temple. It was dedicated to Lord Vishnu
and at the time was known as Vrah Vishnuloka or the
Sacred Abode of Vishnu. In the 13th century, Khymers
embraced Buddhism and the King Jayavarman VII
transformed it into Buddhist temple. The sculptures and
the carvings in this temple, therefore, are a juxtaposition
of the Hindu and the Buddhist relics.
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money. If happiness were synonymous with all this, rich
people with all their .luxuries and countless parties would
be perpetually happy. But in actual fact, they are, frequently,
acutely unhappy, despite their riches and ability to indulge
in fun activities at will. We may have fun watching a
movie, going shopping, meeting friends-these are all fun
activities that afford us fleeting moments of relaxation and
enjoyment. Another prevalent belief is that if one were
rich enough not to have to work one would be blissfully
happy. But a job is more than just a pay cheque. Almost
all religions teach that work is worship. Work holds the
key to happiness as doing something which increases
confidence and self-worth. It brings on a feeling of
satisfaction,of doing something,of contributing.No doubt
the pay cheques count. Itwould be unrealistic to suggest
that one couldbe happywithout the basic shelter,roaming
the streetswith empty stomach.Butjob satisfactioncomes
less from how much one earns than from the challenge of
the job. Happiness is much stronger, deeper and more
abiding emotion. A secret ingredient of happiness is
contentment. Contentment here does not mean apathy or
lack of ambition, just as commitment does not mean
curtailment of freedom. Commitment teaches us to give
so that we may receive and contentment helps us to
cherish the giftswe have received.These things are worth
a try even if they don't promise access to the pinnacle
of success.
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